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Data Visualization is an art of presenting data in a way that even a non-analyst can understand it. A perfect mix of aesthetic elements such as colors, dimensions, labels can create visual masterpieces, which reveals amazing business ideas that in turn help companies make informed decisions. Data Viewing is an inevitable aspect of business analytics.
As more and more data sources are being discovered, business managers at all levels cover data display software, which allows them to visually analyse trends and make quick decisions. Currently, the most popular tools for visualizations / data discovery are Qlikview and Tableau. We have already published a step-by-step learning path for Qlikview.
Tableau is one of the most evolving and Business Intelligence (BI) data visualization tools. It is very fast to implement, easy to learn and very intuitive to use for a customer. Here is a learning path for all those who are new in Tableau. This route will help you learn Tableau in a structured approach. Beginners are recommended to follow this path
religiously. If you already have a background, or you don't need all the components, don't hesitate to follow your own paths and let us know how it turned out to be! Before diving, we also recommend to go through the three written guides below about Tableau: Step-0: Why is data visualization important? Before we start our trip with Tableau, I want
to highlight “Why is data visualization important and how does it help companies make smarter decisions?” Here's a video to hit your appetite: Talk on Data Visualization What's great about Tableau? There are numerous tools available to perform data display, why Tableau?A look at the void below to obtain the answer: Tableau Customer Stories
Tableau Product Tour in terms of the Gartner 2015 quadrant, Tableau is a market lãder throughout the BI bi bi bi bi Step-1: time to download and install Tableau Tableau offers five main products that cater to various visualization needs for professionals and organizations. They are: Tableau Desktop: Made for Individual Use Tableau Server:
Collaboration for any organization Tableau online: Business Intelligence in Tableau's reader in the cloud: let you read saved files on Tableau's desktop. Tableau Public: for journalists or anyone to publish interactive online data. Tableau Public and Tableau Reader's quick features are free of charge, while both Tableau Server and Tableau Desktop
come with a free trial period of 14 days, after which the user must pay the software. Tableau Desktop comes in a professional and lower cost personal edition. Tableau Online is available with an annual subscription for a single user, and scales to admit thousands of users. Tableau has gone through different versions, here we will discuss the learning
curve of the Tableau 9.0 desktop. You can download the trial version of Tableau Desktopâ from Tableau's website, but it is available only for 14 days. Install it on your machine by following steps and start for your data visualization journey. After 14 days, you can continue your data visualization journey using Tableau Public, but it comes with its
limitations and must share your data publicly. Step 2: Start with Tableau Tableau offers free online, live and classroom training programs. This is the best place to start your trip. I'd recommend you follow the path below. Here is free online training ("on demand" with additional resources. All these videos contain the dataset to explore at the end. To
view these training videos, you must register first. Expand thestarted and see three videos available. these videos will talk about the connection with data, the preparation of data, the creation of views, filters, panels, historyand ways of distributing. How to start the distribution and publication of Tableau Interface Step-3: Connecting with Tableau
data can be connected with various data sources such as text, Excel file, databases to large data queries also. In this section, we will see the basic and advanced characteristic of data connectivity with different sources. We are also going to see types, Data Blending, connection with cubes, personalized SQL and Google Analytics. This section has 12
videos and the average duration of the life is ~ 5 minutes. Step-4: Create Views and Drawing Display has multiple options to represent data in different views, apply filters /drill down /formatting, create sets, groups, generate tendency lines and make pronostics. He began to explore! Now you have looked several objects to visualize data. A great
dilemma that will face while creating data display is what object you should choose to represent data. The snapshot will help you choose and decide the type of visualization. However, the characteristic of the automatic selection of the opinions available in Tableau deals largely on this question. This active function automatically the best views for
certain dimensions and measures. Therefore, you don't need to worry. Be in good hands! Creation of views in Vableau Visual Analytics Mapping Step-5: Exercise so far, we have looked at data connectivity, the creation of various objects and views on Tableau. His time to dirty his hands with data and generate inferences using different views of
Visualization: Kaggy has organized a data science contest to predict the category of crime in San Francisco based on 12 years (from 1934 to 1963) of GROUM REPORTS OF ALL THE NEIGHBORHODS OF SAN FRANCISCO (TIME, LOCATION AND OTHER CHARACTERISTICS). He would encourage him to explore the set of (Train.CSV) Visually using
Tableau (to download the data set, you need to register in Kaggy) and unlink hidden hidden trends Is there specific groups with a higher crime rate? Is there a distribution of annual/ monthly/ daily/ per hour tendency crimes? Step 6: It is time to socialize: go to the community and the groups now that understands a good understanding of tableau, it is
time to be part of the Tableau communities. This will help you improve your learning, get answers to questions and a simplified description of complex bloggers. I am listing some of the most ostile resources below: Tableau community: it works in the beginning of learning, connecting and enjoying. It has forums, groups, ideas, namely, the Talk and
Workbook ¢ library. Here you can answer your questions. By using the "comings" section, you can vote on the best product ideas of the Tableau community "and add theirs to the mixture. Analytics vidhya discuces: we are a niche in this domain but we have experts in Tableau on board. These experts They will answer your questions in detail and in a
simplistic approach. Our discussion portal already has few questions related to Tableau and many other topics. You should jump, if you have not done it. Blogs: blogs are always ã ostiles to understand detailed content which covers the basic and advanced concept of any complex topic in a more structured and simplistic way. Tableau LinkedIn/
Facebook Groups: LinkedIn and Facebook have some excellent groups to ask questions and connect with compaños or experts, some Special inter -s groups are: Step 7: "Tableau Tableau" dashboard and stories "is USP USP (proposal for the product) of the product. The created panels turn out to be increasing and certainly leads this product to the
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odnacilpA setrocer ed sorelbat a sotejbo y satsiv odneida±ÃA noitaerC yrotS dna draobhsaD Learning? If you think that something should be addressed / eliminated, know us. We will love it. If you like what you just read> want to continue your analytical learning, subscribe to ours us on Twitter or as our Facebook page. The Associate Certified
Tableau Certificate exam measures your Tableau desktop knowledge and ability to work with data and data visualization techniques. This book will help you look well versed in Tableau software and use your business intelligence (BI) functions to solve the challenges of BI and analysis. With the help of this book, you will explore the authors' success
stories and their experience with Tableau. It will begin by understanding the importance of Tableau certification and the different certification examinations, along with the cover of the review format, the basics of Tableau and the best practices to prepare data for analysis and visualization. The book is based on your knowledge of Tableau's advanced
topics, such as the table calculations to solve problems. You will learn to effectively visualize geographical data using vector maps. Later, you will discover Tableau's analytics capabilities by learning how to use features like forecasts. Finally, you will understand how to build and customize the panels, while ensuring that they effectively transmit
information. Each chapter has examples and tests to strengthen your learning, along with the simulated tests in the last section. At the end of this book, it can be prepared efficiently for the certification examination with the help of simulated tests, detailed explanations and expert advice from the authors.
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